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Operational Amplifier Compensation using
Doublet-Decompression for Switched-Capacitor Circuits

Introduction

In conventional continuous-time applications,

operational amplifiers are frequency compensated for a

unity-gain phase margin between 30-60 degrees to insure

closed-loop stability, and minimize gain-peaking in the

closed-loop amplitude response [1,2]. The latter

characteristic is particularly important in minimizing

waveform distortion in pulse amplifier applications.

However from the process and lay out point of view, the

conventional operational continuous-time signal processing

circuits have several disadvantages. There are different

fabrication processes from a diffusion resistor and a

capacitor, diffusion resistor requires large area and

exhibits large fabrication error of ±25 %. Since capacitors

are the natural element in MOS technology and show less

fabrication error, ±10 %, the new technology of switched-

capacitor circuits has been developed to replace the

diffusion resistor. Compared to the conventional

circuits, the switched-capacitor amplifiers are more

accurate and use a simpler fabrication process. Also, in

contrast to the conventional amplifiers, the detailed

shapes of the waveforms are not important in switched-
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capacitor circuits. Rather, it is only necessary that the

steady-state output value be reached prior to the next

sampling instant. This important point allows the

operational amplifiers in switched-capacitor circuits to

be compensated to minimize settling time irrespective of

waveshape. Previous work using a two-pole model of an

operational amplifier has demonstrated a significant

increase in speed as compared to conventional compensation

[3]. The two-pole model is obtained as a result of a

pole-zero doublet cancellation in a general three-pole

one-zero model [4]. In this thesis, it is shown that

contrary to conventional wisdom, the doublet can actually

be used to advantage so that proper compensation of the

three-pole one-zero model results in a 50 percent increase

in settling speed as compared to that using the optimized

two-pole model. The technique has been developed and

verified for a CMOS operational amplifier using SPICE2.
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Frequency Compensation With The Three-pole One-zero Model

In many switched-capacitor circuits, the maximum

output voltage step size between sampling instants is

small so that slew-rate limiting is negligible, and thus

it is the small-signal settling time (ts) only that

determines the maximum operating frequency. This is

especially true in high-frequency SC circuits where the

peak output amplitude is less than a few hundred

millivolts. The small-signal settling time is defined as

the minimum time required for the output voltage of the

amplifier to finally settle to within an error tolerance

of its final steady-state value. The size of the small-

signal settling error band (D) is directly related to the

passband tolerance in filtering applications, and to the

gain accuracy requirement in amplification applications.

With reference to Figure 1, it can be shown that the

minimum settling time, and hence the maximum operating

frequency of the three-pole one-zero model is obtained for

the case where the operational amplifier is compensated in

such a way that the first and the second peaks of the

voltage waveform just intersect the upper and lower error

bounds, respectively.
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Figure 1. An underdamped step response with an
error bound, D. The settling time is defined as
ts.

The improved pole-splitting frequency compensation

technique uses a nulling resistor in series with the

compensation capacitance. With conventional two-

pole compensation, the value of the nulling resistor is

chosen in conjunction with the compensation capacitance to
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adjust the position of the zero so that it exactly cancels

the first non-dominant pole. In the situation when

inexact cancellation occurs, the resulting pole-zero

doublet results in an exponential settling term that is

often thought to be harmful and is usually avoided [5,6].

To the contrary, the doublet can actually be included in

the compensation to further increase settling speed from

the optimum two-pole case. The reason is that the

exponential term associated with the doublet allows the

other two poles of the response to be further underdamped

so as to reduce the settling time.
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Transfer Function and Step Response

The open-loop transfer function of a three-pole one-

zero model for small-signal analysis can be well

approximated by

A0(1+S/Wz)
A(S) (1)

(1+S/W1)(1+S/W2)(1+S/W3)

where A0 is the DC gain of the operational amplifier, and

W1, W2, W3, and Wz are the frequencies of the left-half-

plane (LHP) poles and zero, respectively. In a unity-gain

closed-loop configuration, the transfer function is

Aof(l+S/Wz)C3
Af(s) (2)

S3+C1S
2+C 2S+C3

where

A0
Aof (3)

1+Ao

C1 = W1+W2+W3, (4)

W1W2
W
3

C2 = W 2 W 3 +W 1 W 3 +W 1 W 2 +A 0 ( ) (5)
Wz

and

C3 = (A0+1)W1W2W3. (6)

The discriminate is defined as

d = Q3+R2,

where

(7)
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3C2-C 1
2

Q = (8)
9

and

9C1C2-27C 3 -2C1
3

R . (9)
54

The three-pole one-zero model (Eq. 2) has three

possible responses to a step input; namely , overdamped,

critically damped, and underdamped corresponding to d <

0, d = 0, and d > 0, respectively. Because the minimum

settling time (MST) only occurs with an underdamped

response, the analytical expression for the normalized

underdamped response (d > 0) is derived by solving Eq. (2)

for the inverse Laplace transform as follows:

Volt) = 1+X2Exp(Sit)+2Exp(at)(nCos(bt)-mSin(bt)]

or = 1+X2Exp(Sit)+2LExp(at)[Sin(bt+0)], (10)

where

L = (n2+m2)1/2,

CD = tan-1 (-n/m) , (12)

(1+Si/Wz)C3
X2 = (13)

S1(S12+a 2+b2 -2Sia)

n
(C3+C3a/Wz)(2S1b2-4ab2)+(C3b/Wz)(2a2b-2abS1-2b3)

(2S1b2-4ab2)2+(2a2b-2abS1-2b3)2 (14)
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(C3b/We)(2S1b2-4ab2)-(C3+C3a/We)(2a2b-2abS1-2b3)

(2S 1132-4ab2)2+ (2a2b-2abS1-2b3)2 (15)

S1 = (U+T)-C1/3,

a = -(U+T)/2-C1/3,

b 31/2(U -T) /2,

U [R +(Q3 +R2)1/2]1/3,

and

T = [R- (Q3 +R2)1/2]1/3.

From the above description, it is clear that Volt)

is a very complicated function of W1, W2, W3, and We.

Also, Eq. (10) shows that Volt) consists of two components

- the exponential term and the sinusodial term. With an

optimum combination of these two terms, the minimum

settling time is obtained in such a way that the first and

second peaks of the voltage waveform just intersect the

upper and lower error bounds, respectively. Figure 2

shows the optimum response associated with the

contributions from the exponential term and the sinusodial

term.
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Figure 2. The three-pole one-zero model with
underdamped response has two components (1)
exponential term (2) sinusodial term.
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Analysis of Settling Behavior

The small-signal settling time , is , describes the

response speed. If the condition D < 4.3% is met, as

required in most practical applications, the minimum

settling time (MST) is obtained when the system is

underdamped as shown in Figure 3.

4-1

0
I I

is t
max

t .mln

Time

Figure 3. The properly decompressed three-pole
one-zero model is obtained when the first and
second peaks of the voltage response just
intersect the upper and lower error bounds at tmax
and train, respectively.
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There are three boundary conditions for the properly

decompressed three-pole one-zero model. The first

boundary condition is that at t = 0, Volt) = 0.

Substituting this boundary condition into Eq. (10),

results in

X2+2n = -1.
(21)

The second boundary condition is that at t = t_-maxf

the first peak just intersects the upper error boundary,

Vo(tmax) = 1 + D . Substituting this boundary condition

into Eq. (10), results in

1+D = 1+X2Exp(Sitmax)+2Exp(atmax)(nCos(btmax)-

mSin(btmax)]. (22)

The third boundary condition is that when t = train,

the second peak just intersects the lower error boundary

and Vo(tmin) = 1 - D. Substituting this boundary into Eq.

(10), results in

1-D = 1+X2Exp(Sitmin)+2Exp(atmin)[nCos(btmin)-

mSin(btmin)]. (23)

The times tmax and train are obtained by-m

differentiating Eq. (10) and equating it zero. The result

can be expressed as



Exp[(S1-a)t] = -(2/X2S1)((ma+nb)2+(an-mb) 2
]
1/2

Sin(bt+tan-1[-(am+bn)/(an-mb)]).

12

(24)

Using numerical methods, Eq. (24) has an infinite

number of solutions, with each solution indicating the

time when a peak occurs; tmax and tmin are the first and

second solutions for t in Eq. (24).

To obtain the minimum settling time response for a

given A0 and D, the three-pole one-zero model of the

amplifier has three boundary conditions but four unknowns,

W1, W2, W3, and Wz. If W1 is specified, the system

reduces to three boundary conditions and three unknowns.

Then ts, W2, W3, and Wz have unique solutions, but must be

solved using numerical methods.

A plot of the settling time normalized to Tu vs.

error bound for a given A0 and a specified W1 is shown in

Figure 4. Tu is the unity gain period Tu=1/Wu, where Wu

is the unity-gain frequency. It is seen from Figure 4

that the minimum settling time of the three-pole one-zero

model has been decreased by about 50 percent as compared

to the optimum two-pole model. For further use, define

the pole separation factor as = W3 /W1 and the doublet

separation factor as a = W2 /Wz.
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Compensation Considerations

Figure 5 shows a small-signal circuit model of a two-

stage op-amp exhibiting three poles and one zero. The

nulling resistance is chosen so that the zero is moved

into the left-half-plane (LHP) and settled between the

first pole, W1, and the second pole, W2, to obtain the

optimum underdamped response. Thus, the amplifier is a

three-pole one-zero system.

Figure 5. Small-signal circuit model of a two-
stage operational amplifier.
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The frequencies of the poles and zero for the circuit

shown in Figure 5 are given approximately as

la1

W2

gbgc

(gm24-gb+gc)cecbgcl-ccgb

(gm2+gb+gc)cecbgc+ccgb
CbCf+CcCf+CbCc

gm24-gb+gc

Cc

1 1 1 1
W3 = _ __-_ (___- .I. ---- i. __--),

Rf Cb Cc C f

= - 1/RfCb,

1

Wz .

Cf(l/gm2-Rf)

I . (25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

To obtain the MST response, the above equations must

satisfy W3 = 0 W1 and W2 = a Wz. This requires that

Rf

and

(gm21-gbi-gc)cecbgeccgio

poccb

a(Cc+Cb)

(29)

Cf = (30)

(gm2+gb+gc)(Rf-l/gm2)
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Computer simulations using SPICE2 were performed for

the circuit shown in Figure 5 with the following values:

gm1 85 Ps

Rb = 826.45 KO

Cb = 1.07 pF

gm2 = 250 ps

Rc = 187.26 k0

Cc = 10.3 pF.

For the optimally compensated two-pole model,

Rf = 15.5 ka Cf = 3.54 pF.

For properly-decompressed doublet three-pole one-zero

model,

Rf = 18.2 k0 Cf = 3.27 pF.

With D = 1%, the response for the three-pole one-zero case

is about 1.3 times faster than the optimum two-pole case

(Figure 6).

1.02

1.01

4.) 1.00
0

.99

two-pole model

MIL one-zero

.98 I I 1 I I I I

0 100 200 300
Time (nano-second)

400

Figure 6. Results of SPICE simulation for three-
pole one-zero model using decompressed doublet and
optimally-compensated two-pole model. (D=1%)
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Discussion

The idea of the properly compensated three-pole one-

zero model increasing the settling speed can also be

explained by pole-zero plots which are shown in Figure 7.

Im

Re

Im

Re

x 0 X
Re

Figure 7. Pole-zero plots of (a) optimally-
compensated two-pole model; (b) three-pole one-
zero model (overdamped, slow); (c) three-pole one-
zero model (underdamped, fast).

Fig. 7(a) shows the case of pole-zero doublet cancellation

which is the optimally-compensated two-pole model, Fig.

7(b) is the case of a unproperly-decompressed pole-zero

doublet which creates an overdamped response and slows the

setting speed, and Fig. 7(c) is the case of a properly-
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decompressed pole-zero doublet which creates an

underdamped response and increases the settling speed.

The reason for the increased settling speed in case (C) is

that when the zero (We) moves toward the dominant pole

(141), it creates a partial cancellation of the dominant

pole which makes the system faster. Actually, from the

mathematical approach, the MST occurs when the dominant

pole (W1) is cancelled by the zero (We), but that will

make the circuits impractical which requires the gml and

gm2 to be very small. However, the circuits are still

realistic using the three-pole one-zero model as described

above.

The only inconvenience of the three-pole one-zero

model is that it has to be solved by numerical methods.

The response of Eq. (10), and the three boundary

conditions of Eqs. (21)-(23) are very complicated, and it

is difficult to set the logarithm in the computer program.

These two disadvantages require a large amount of computer

time to obtain.convergence, so a more practical procedure

using SPICE simulation has been developed.

The first step is to calculate Rf and Cf from the

optimum two-pole model as follows [3]:
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1+ ( n /ln D) 2
Rf = [(gm2+gb+gc)Cf+Cbgeecgb] (31)

4gmigm2Cb

and

Cb+Cc
Cf (32)

(Rf-l/gm2)(gm2+gb+gc)

Then use trial and error by increasing Rf and decreasing

Cf to move the zero (Wz) toward the dominant pole (W1).

When the first and the second peaks of the voltage

response just intersect the upper and lower error bounds

respectively, the new Rf and Cf values are the solution of

the three-pole one-zero model.

Figure 8 shows the design of a two-stage CMOS

operational-amplifier circuit which is a three-pole one-

zero system.

By manipulating Rf and Cf as described at above,

two-pole model

Rf=17.0k0 Cf=2.9Pf

three-pole one-zero model

Rf=19.65k0 Cf=2.7Pf,
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the results of the SPICE simulation are shown in Figure 9.

With D = 1%, the response for the three-pole one-zero case

is about 1.2 times faster than the optimum two-pole case.

The variation of Cf and Rf could greatly affect the

voltage output response. The worst case occurs when C f

and Rf either increase or decrease with their maximum

variation. Usually, the biggest variation in Cf is ±10%

and in Rf is ±25 %. Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the worst

cases when D=1% and D=0.2% respectively. Both figures

show that the settling time increases up to 4 times of the

MST which means that the speed of the system will decrease

significantly when the worst case occurs. Although the

tolerance D is different, the curvature and the amplitude

of the worst cases in both figures are very similar,

Therefore when D decreases, the relative error increases.
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Vdd=5V

M7
3

Vbias

M3 M4

M6

Rf E!.

21
Vss=-5V

Ml: P,W/L=120/6 M2: P,W/L=120/6 M3: N,W/L=30/10

M4: N,W/L=30/10 M5: N,W/L=120/10 M6: P,W/L=240/6

M7: P,W/L=120/6.

M5

c1=10P

Figure 8. The circuits of a two-stage CMOS
operational amplifier.
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Figure 10. Worst cases discussion for D=1%, both
increasing or decreasing Cf up to 10% and Rf up to
25%.
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Conclusion

The results shown in this thesis prove that the speed

of the three-pole one-zero model does faster than the two-

pole model. But it is unrealistic to go through all the

mathematic approach for it takes long computer time and

may not converge. A more practical way is to start from

the two-pole model and use trial and error to get the

properly compensated three-pole one-zero model which we

have discussed already. Usually this method will not take

over 30 minutes to get the proper Cf and Rf, and it always

works well.

This three-pole one-zero compensation technique

requires very precise Cf and Rf. Therefore, when the worst

cases happen, this technique is not valid anymore.

Because of the above reason, the conclusion is that the

three-pole one-zero compensation technique is very good in

a theoretical sense, but not very realistic in a sense of

practical application.
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Appendix

I. The BASIC program of the properly decompressed

doublet, three-pole one-zero model.

10 PRINT "INPUT D,A"
20 INPUT D,A
30 PRINT "INPUT W1,W2,W3,Wz"
40 INPUT W1,W2,W3,WZ
50 C1=W1 +W2+W3
60 C2=W2*W3+W1 *W3+W1 *W2+A*(Wl*W2*W3/Wz)
70 C3=(A+1)*W1 *W2*W3
80 Q=(3*C2-C1A2)/9
90 R=(9*C1 *C2-27*C3-2*C1A3)/54
100 FOR E1= 0 TO 38
110 IF Q < 10AE1 THEN 130
120 NEXT El
130 E2=E1-1
140 N1=Q/10AE2 'Q=N1 * 10AE2
150 FOR E3=0 TO 38
160 IF R < 10AE3 THEN 180
170 NEXT E3
180 E4=E3-1
190 N2=R/10AE4 'R=N2 * 10AE4
200 N3=N1A3
210 E5=E2*3 'QA3=N3 * 10AE5
220 N4=N2A2
230 E6=E4*2 'RA2=N4 * 10AE6
240 E7=E6-E5
250 IF E7 < 0 THEN 300
260 N5=N3/(10AE7)+N4 'RA2+QA3=N5 * 10AE6
270 E8=E6/2
280 IF N5 < 0 THEN 570
290 GOTO 330
300 N5=N4/(10A(-E7))+N3 'or RA2+QA3=N5 * 10AE5
310 E8=E5/2
320 IF N5 < 0 THEN 570
330 N6=N5A0.5
340 D2=N6*10AE8 'D2=(QA3+RA2)A0.5
350 S1=R+D2
360 IF S1 > 0 THEN S=S1A(1/3)ELSE S=-((-S1)A(1/3))
370 T1=R-D2
380 IF Tl > 0 THEN T=T1A(1/3)ELSE T=-((-T1)A(1/3))
390 S1=S+T-(1/3)*C1
400 A1=-1/2*(S+T)-(1/3)*C1
410 B1=1/2*(3A0.5)*(S-T)
420 X1=1
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430 X2=(1+S1/Wz)*C3/(S1*(S1A2+AlA2+131A2-2*S1*A1))
440 J1=C3+C3*Al/Wz
450 J2=C3*B1/Wz
460 J3=2*S1*B1A2-4*Al*B1A2
470 J4=2*A1A2*B1-2*Al*B1*S1-2*B1A3
480 N=(Jl*J3+J2*J4)/(J3A2+J4A2)
490 M=(J2*J3-31*J4)/(J3A2+J4A2)
500 FOR TI= 0 TO .00001 STEP 5E-8
510 Vo=X1+X2*EXP(S1*TI)+2*EXP(Al*TI)*(N*COS(Bl*TI)-
M*SIN(Bl*TI))
520 IF ABS(Vo-(1+D))<0.001 OR ABS(Vo- (1- D))<0.001THEN
ST=TI
530 PRINT "Vo";Vo
540 NEXT TI
550 PRINT "MIN. SETTLING TIME = ";ST
560 END
570 PRINT "THREE REAL ROOTS, TRY AGAIN"
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II. The SPICE simulation for properly decompressed

three-pole one-zero model and optimally compensated two-

pole model.

GM1 2 0 1 5 -85U
RB1 2 0 826.45K
CB1 2 0 1.07P
*THREE-POLE ONE-ZERO
*CF 2 4 3.27P
*RF 4 3 18.2k
*TWO-POLE
CF 2 4 3.54P
RF 4 3 15.45K
*

THE SECOND STAGE
*

GM2 3 0 2 0 250U
RC 3 0 187.26K
CC 3 0 10.3P
*VIN 1 0 AC 1
VS 3 1 0
VIN 5 0 PULSE (0 1 0 1P 0 20U 20U)
.TRAN 2N 400N
.PRINT TRAN V(3)
.GR TRAN V(3)
*

*.AC DEC 10 1 100MEG
*.PRINT AC VDB(3) VP(3)
*.GRAPH AC VDB(3) VP(3)
.END
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The SPICE simulation for a two-stage CMOS

operational-amplifier circuit.

TWO-STAGE CMOS OP-AMP
VDD 1 0 5
VSS 3 0 -5
VB1 3 0 3.75

VE1 100 0 10.1M
RE1 100 0 100MEG

VE2 150 0 9.9M
RE2 150 0 100MEG

*

*VS 5 0
VS 5 9 -3E-4

*

Ml 7 5 6
PD=138U
M2 8 4 6
PD=138U
M3 7 7 2
M4 8 7 2

M5 9 8 2
PD=138U
M6 9 3 1
PD=258U

M7 6 3 1
PD=138U

6 P1 W=120U

6 P1 W=120U

2 N1 W=30U
2 N1 W=30U

2 N1 W=120U

1 P1 W=240U

1 P1 W=120U

*

CL 9 0 10P

L=6U AS=1080P AD=1080P PS=138U

L=6U AS=1080P AD=1080P PS=138U

L=10U AS=270U AD=270U PS=48U PD=48U
L=10U AS=270U AD=270U PS=48U PD=48U

L=10U AS=1080P AD=1080P PS=138U

L=6U AS=2160P AD=2160P PS=258U

L=6U AS=1080P AD=1080P PS=138U

*THREE-POLE ONE-ZERO MODEL
RF 20 9 19.65K
CF 8 20 2.70P
*TWO-POLE MODEL
*RF 20 9 17.0K
*CF 8 20 2.9P

*

.MODEL N1 NMOS LEVEL=2 KP=40E-6 VT0=0.75 LAMBDA=0.0333
+PHI=0.52 GAMMA=0.17 CGDO=0.173N CJ=0.055M PB=0.82
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CGB0=0.1N +CGS0=0.173N TOX=60N LD=0.3U CJSW=0.3N KF=1E-27
MJSW=0.5 +MJ=0.5

.MODEL P1 PMOS LEVEL=2 KP=12E-6 VT0=-0.75 LAMBDA=0.0333
+PHI=0.62 GAMMA=0.45 CGDO=0.173N CJ=0.140M PB=0.87
CGB0=0.1N +CGS0=0.17 TOX=60N LD=0.3U CJSW=0.6N KF=1.5E-27
MJSW=0.5 +MJ=0.5

VIN 4 0 PULSES (0 10M 0 1P 0 20U 30U)
.TRAN 1N 200N
.PRINT TARN V(4) V(9)
.GRAPH TRAN V(4) V(9) V(100) V(150)

*

.TF V(9) VIN

.0P

.END


